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This article provides new reflections and recommendations fromauthors of the

initial e�ectiveness-implementation hybrid study manuscript and additional

experts in their conceptualization and application. Given the widespread and

continued use of hybrid studies, critical appraisals are necessary. The article

o�ers reflections across five conceptual and methodological areas. It begins

with the recommendation to replace the term “design” in favor of “study.” The

use of the term “design” and the explicit focus on trial methodology in the

original paper created confusion. The essence of hybrid studies is combining

research questions concerning intervention e�ectiveness and implementation

within the same study, and this can and should be achieved by applying a

full range of research designs. Supporting this recommendation, the article

then o�ers guidance on selecting a hybrid study type based on evidentiary

and contextual information and stakeholder concerns/preferences. A series

of questions are presented that have been designed to help investigators

select the most appropriate hybrid type for their study situation. The article

also provides a critique on the hybrid 1-2-3 typology and o�ers reflections

on when and how to use the typology moving forward. Further, the article

o�ers recommendations on research designs that align with each hybrid study

type. Lastly, the article o�ers thoughts on how to integrate costs analyses into

hybrid studies.

KEYWORDS

implementation science, hybrid studies, research design, cost analysis, health services

research, e�ectiveness-implementation hybrid

Introduction

In 2012, Curran and colleagues (1) proposed hybrid effectiveness-implementation

research designs that encouraged combining, in the same study, questions concerning

the effectiveness of an intervention with questions about how best to implement

it. In addition to the perceived benefit of more rapidly moving toward widespread
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implementation of interventions in clinical and community

settings, the hybrid approach could produce generalizable

knowledge on implementation strategies to advance the field.

Although hybrids exist on a continuum, Curran et al. proposed

three types: Type 1 focuses primarily on testing the effectiveness

of an intervention while simultaneously gathering information

on implementation factors (e.g., barriers to implementation,

potential ways in which to revise the intervention to improve

uptake). Type 3 focuses primarily on testing the impact of

an implementation strategy (or strategies) on implementation

outcomes (e.g., adoption and fidelity of intervention delivery),

while simultaneously gathering information on the effectiveness

of the intervention. Type 2 has a dual focus, testing both

interventions and implementation strategies simultaneously.

As originally proposed, the hybrid effectiveness-

implementation design categorizations were applied to

experimental trials. Randomization was assumed to be

happening somewhere, or in the case of some Type 2 studies,

perhaps even at multiple levels (e.g., intervention recipients and

implementation sites). Further, they were proposed as types of

clinical trial designs in the sense that the interventions were

assumed to be health-related and the places where they were

being implemented were healthcare settings of some kind. The

intent was not to exclude non-healthcare researchers from

applying these designs. The authors (including GMC, JMP,

and BSM from this manuscript) were conducting research in

healthcare settings [specifically within the United States (US)

Department of Veterans Affairs healthcare system] and the main

expected audience was other healthcare “services” researchers.

Since the 2012 paper, hybrid effectiveness-implementation

designs have become widely adopted within implementation

science (2). As of this writing, the original manuscript has been

cited over 2000 times. The National Institutes of Health (NIH)

in the US and other US funders have explicitly mentioned

or requested hybrid studies in funding announcements, and

the NIH currently uses the typology to assist with directing

proposals to specific grant review panels. Further, the designs

are included in many/most national and international training

programs (3, 4) in implementation science and interventions

research, and Curran and colleagues have provided well over

50 invited presentations/workshops and hundreds of project

consultations on hybrids.

With such widespread integration within the field, critical

appraisals are necessary. This special issue in Frontiers in Health

Services is facilitating just that. In recent years, many others

have offered extensions and reflections on hybrid designs. For

example, in 2018 and 2019 Landsverk et al. (2) and Landes

et al. (5) published reflections and novel recommendations for

applying hybrid designs. Kemp et al. (6) offered an extension

of the typology to more explicitly include context as an

independent variable. Chinman et al. (7) provided ways in which

hybrid designs could be used in service of research focusing on

reducing disparities. Pearson et al. (8) andWolfenden et al. (8, 9)

have written extensively on applications of hybrid studies in

small-scale feasibility and pilot studies as well as full-scale RCTs,

and Johnson et al. (10) discussed applications of hybrid studies

in psychotherapy research.

The current manuscript provides new reflections and

recommendations from original authors of the 2012 manuscript

(GMC, JMP, and BSM) with additional experts in the

conceptualization and application of hybrid designs (SJL,

SAM, JDS, MEF, and DAC). The article begins with the

recommendation to replace the term “design” in favor of

“study.” It is clear that many users are applying hybrids

in non-trial designs, and indeed it is possible to conduct a

“hybrid study,” which allows the researcher to answer questions

about intervention effectiveness and implementation in the

same study, using a wide range of research designs. Hence,

an effectiveness-implementation hybrid does not require a

specific design, but is, instead, a type of study. Supporting

this recommendation, the article next presents guidance for

selecting the type of hybrid study to conduct based on a

range of evidentiary and contextual information and stakeholder

concerns and preferences. The article also offers new thinking

on the distinctions between the hybrid types, and perhaps

most importantly, presents a series of questions designed to

help investigators select the most appropriate hybrid type for

a given study. The article also examines the basic hybrid type

1-2-3 typology and offers reflections on when and how to

refine and use the typology moving forward. For example, the

current typology is not adequately reflective of intervention

development and research approaches within public health

and health promotion/prevention research. Of note, this

article focuses on healthcare and health promotion/prevention

interventions given that hybrids were developed in the

healthcare space, and this is the focus of the authors’ work.

Hybrids can be used in any evaluation of interventions and

implementation outcomes (e.g., education, criminal justice).

After a discussion on how to integrate costs analyses into hybrid

studies, the article suggests areas for future thinking and writing

on effectiveness-implementation hybrid approaches.

These issues are discussed below as responses to questions.

Indeed, they represent some of the most frequently asked

questions posed to the authors at workshops, consultations, and

presentations on hybrids.

Reflections and recommendations

Are hybrids really “designs”?

As noted above, hybrid designs as originally proposed

focused on the design of trials, with explicit attention to testing

intervention/practices and/or implementation strategies and

where and how to consider randomization. At the time, the

authors considered proposing additional types or variations,
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for example, a separate type for observational studies or more

explicit discussion of applications for “pilot” studies. In the

interests of clarity and practicality, the authors decided to focus

the initial typology on trial designs. They noted that the typology

was an initial effort which they hoped would “stimulate further

thinking and to encourage new design combinations” (1) (page

225). In a later discussion on hybrid designs, Landsverk et al.

(2) referred to the originally proposed designs as “ideal types” in

the Weberian sense (11), arguing that they were a constructed

ideal used to approximate a more complex reality. Thus,

they were not intended to cover the universe of possibilities

for combining intervention effectiveness and implementation

research questions, but to serve as guideposts.

Unfortunately, use of the term “designs” and the explicit

focus on trial methodology in the original paper created

confusion for many researchers when considering, creating,

and ultimately conducting a hybrid study. While the originally-

proposed hybrid designs are consistent with Hwang et al.’s

(12) recently published definition of research design—“as the

planned set of procedures to: (a) select subjects for study; (b)

assign subjects to (or observe their natural) conditions; and

(c) assess before, during, and after assignment in the conduct

of the study” (p. 160)—they clash with the more routinely

understood and applied conceptions of research design,

e.g., “experimental,” “quasi-experimental,” and “observational”

designs (13) or Brown et al.’s (14) typology of “within,”

“between,” and “within and between” site designs. Indeed, in

the many lectures, consultations, and workshops on hybrids

conducted over the years by the authors, a frequent line of

questioning centered on whether it was “OK” for hybrid studies

to be used in non-trial research designs. The answer was always

“yes.” The fundamental purpose of the hybrid framework is

to guide selection of study aims, and specifically to determine

whether a study should focus primarily on clinical effectiveness

while exploring implementation-related factors (type 1), or

primarily on implementation effectiveness while measuring

clinical effectiveness (type 3), or both (type 2). These decisions

are related specifically to study aims, and secondarily to the types

of data (specifically outcomes) collected and analyzed, rather

than questions of study design. As a result of: (1) the confusion

related to the term “designs,” (2) the widespread conduct of

hybrid studies employing non-trial designs, and 3) the fact that

even after deciding to conduct a hybrid study, a researcher still

has to articulate a specific research design, we now recommend

dropping the terminology of “hybrid design” and replacing with

“hybrid study.”

The essence of a hybrid study is that research questions

about an intervention’s effectiveness and its implementation are

contained with the same study. Specific research designs are

needed to test or evaluate effectiveness and implementation and

are guided by the research questions. While specific research

designs are not necessarily tied to a hybrid study type, different

research designs have more or less utility for each hybrid study

type (discussed later).

The hybrid 1-2-3 typology serves to indicate the relative

level of emphasis of the effectiveness- and implementation-

focused aims or questions within a specific study. In a hybrid

type 1 study, the main research question(s), and hence primary

outcome(s), are about the performance of an intervention on its

target outcomes, e.g., symptoms, functioning, and/or behaviors

of individuals or environmental conditions (that contribute

behaviors or health outcomes). In a hybrid type 3 study, the

main research question(s) and primary outcome(s) are about the

performance of an implementation strategy or strategies used

to deliver the intervention and the impact of those strategies

on an intervention’s reach, adoption, fidelity, and/or other

implementation outcomes. In a hybrid type 2 study, there

are research questions surrounding the performance of both

an intervention and implementation strategies, and hence, co-

primary outcomes are usually specified.

We recommend authors explicitly note the research design

being used and the hybrid type, e.g., “a parallel cluster

randomized hybrid type 3 effectiveness-implementation study.”

Providing both the research design and the hybrid type is

a succinct and informative label for readers and reviewers.

Explicitly stating and using the hybrid 1-2-3 study typology

language (as opposed to generic labeling as a “hybrid”) serves

as an indication of the relative emphasis of the study’s

intervention- and implementation-focused research questions.

We also recommend that authors give an indication of the

primary and secondary outcome measures. Achieving clarity

on these issues and being explicit about them in research

applications and publications will benefit the review process for

grant submissions; the planning, execution, and dissemination

of the research itself; and facilitate improved documentation and

evaluation of the use of hybrid approaches.

Which hybrid type should I use?

Recently, co-authors GMC, SJL, and JDS developed a tool

to use during workshops on hybrid studies that facilitates the

selection of a hybrid type. The tool is based on our experiences

providing many consultations with numerous investigators

interested in conducting hybrid studies. Many investigators

knew they wanted to address both intervention effectiveness

and implementation questions in the same study, but they

were often unsure about which hybrid type made the most

sense in their situation. Over time, we came to focus on

a series of factors that we feel are critical to selecting a

hybrid type for a specific study. The critical issues are: (1)

the level of the evidence of the intervention, (2) the extent

to which the intervention is expected to be adapted (for

context, population, or both), (3) the extent of knowledge

about implementation determinants (i.e., barriers/facilitators to

implementation), and (4) the extent to which implementation

strategies are “ready” to be evaluated. These issues are set

against the backdrop for each hybrid type around what
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are the key advances in knowledge that will come from

this study, in our understanding of both intervention and

implementation effectiveness.

Presented in Figure 1, the tool is a series of four questions

designed to elicit information on the critical issues noted above

relating to an intervention and the relevant implementation

context. Depending on the answers, a hybrid type is indicated.

The indications in most cases, however, are not absolute.

Recommendations usually are to consider a certain hybrid type

or another based on subjective appraisals of the critical evidence

and/or contextual information. The questions are intended to

spur reflection and help guide researchers to a hybrid selection

that best matches their appraisals. The “final” indication of a

hybrid type is based collectively on the answers to the questions.

The tool is also useful in determining when a hybrid study is not

indicated (also see discussion of this point below).

Question 1 focuses on the strength of effectiveness data that

exists currently about the intervention of interest. The presence

of strong data in support of an intervention’s effectiveness

indicates a focus on hybrid types 3 or 2, depending on the

extent to which the intervention might need to be adapted

(not at all, type 3 is indicated; some adaptation, consider

type 2; major adaptation, consider type 1). The relative lack

of effectiveness data, or mixed data on effectiveness, indicates

a focus on hybrid type 1 or 2, depending on how much is

known about implementation determinants. Question 2 focuses

on the expected degree of adaptation required to permit use

of the intervention for use with a new population, context,

or behavioral target (15, 16). Little to no adaption necessary

combined with solid effectiveness data on the intervention

(Question 1) would indicate a focus on hybrid type 3 or

2. A higher degree of required adaptation would indicate

types 1 or 2. Question 3 focuses on current knowledge

about the implementation context. If little is known about

potential determinants of implementation of an intervention,

and there is a strong need for additional effectiveness data

(Question 1), a hybrid type 1 is strongly indicated. If enough is

known about implementation determinants to be able to select

and tailor (17) implementation strategies (see Question 4), a

hybrid type 2 or 3 approach is indicated, depending on the

existing level of the effectiveness evidence for the intervention

(Question 1). Question 4 focuses on readiness to test or evaluate

implementation strategies. In the most basic sense, readiness

is indicated when investigators have developed or selected the

implementation strategies they wish to deploy and evaluate.

From an implementation science perspective, such readiness is

optimized when implementation strategies have been developed

in partnership with relevant key partners (18, 19) and matched

to known implementation determinants (20–22). Further, the

extent of evidence supporting the use of specific implementation

strategies should also be considered. Readiness is subjective,

however: the decision to move forward with an evaluation of

implementation strategies can be influenced by many factors,

including stakeholder input, system needs, and contextual

influences (e.g., health emergencies). From the standpoint of

selecting a hybrid study type, the decision to evaluate strategies

(and therefore “ready”) is the key factor, regardless of how the

strategies were selected/developed or how the decision itself

was made.

In addition to considering these questions, decision-making

on a hybrid study type should also take into account recent

clarifications and recommendations by Landes et al. (5),

e.g., a type 2 necessitates deployment of implementation

strategies developed and hypothesized to be feasible and

impactful in real-word settings (a clear distinction from type

1). Further, investigators should consider the extent to which

the intervention and implementation strategies are/should be

“controlled” and deployed by study personnel vs. personnel in

the settings in which the study takes place. For the intervention,

greater investigator control will be more common in type 1

and 2 studies and less common in type 3 studies. Within

the US Department of Veterans Affairs, funding for hybrid

type 3 studies requires that the intervention is delivered and

paid for by local sites. Likewise, implementation strategies

should be delivered by or incorporated into the system or

practice whenever possible. Each of these elements of real-world

conditions is important to maximize the effectiveness, pragmatic

nature of the study, and hence of the resulting findings.

As in many decisions involved in developing a study

protocol, the final choice of hybrid type will likely be a balance

between what is optimal and what is feasible. There are nuances

that arise in the responses to some of the questions as well

as pragmatic issues that may influence a researcher’s decision.

Thesemay include the primary purpose of the study, the number

of individuals and sites available for the study, the research

design chosen, the primary and secondary research questions,

the urgency of results, and the needs of stakeholders. The

needs of stakeholders could include, as noted in the original

manuscript, opportunities to leverage “momentum” within a

healthcare or public health system in favor of rolling out

interventions with an incomplete evidence base (e.g., during a

health crisis), which would support use of hybrid type 2 and 3

approaches. These considerations must be balanced against the

potential harms in moving forward too quickly to implement

an intervention with only limited data regarding benefits and

harms, and hence requires an assessment of potential harms of

the intervention.

The question of potential harms highlights the importance

of recognizing the many situations when a hybrid study is

not indicated. For example, if an intervention has not yet

been established as safe, it could be “too soon” for a hybrid

type 1 study, and certainly too soon for a type 2 or 3. On

the other end of the spectrum, if an intervention needs no

further evaluation (e.g., a highly effective vaccine with robust

evidence across multiple settings and populations), collecting

further effectiveness evidence through a hybrid type 3 is not
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FIGURE 1

Four questions to consider when selecting a hybrid study type.

needed, and a pure implementation study is indicated with a

sole focus on evaluating implementation strategy effectiveness.

Further, studies that focus on implementation determinants

alone do not need to be a hybrid study because intervention

effectiveness is not at issue. Lane-Fall et al. (23) also note

the resource intensity of hybrid studies and recommend they

should only be undertaken by experienced research teams.

At the same time, many in the field currently recommend

exploring “implementability” of interventions very early in their

development (24, 25) (or adaptation), and there are numerous

published hybrid type 1 “pilot” studies (8, 26, 27) indicating

a recognition of the value of considering implementation

factors very early in intervention development. Given ongoing

evolution in this area of research, the authors recommend

that investigators justify their rationale when a hybrid study is

selected or when considered but not selected.

Which research design should I use for
my hybrid type?

Similar to choosing the hybrid type, the choice of research

design is first and foremost guided by the research questions,

with considerations of feasibility and investigator and site

preferences also important. While research design and hybrid

type decisions are not inextricably coupled (i.e., a specific

research design does not automatically indicate a hybrid

type and vice versa), hybrid types lend themselves to certain

research designs by the nature of the associated research

questions. Type 1 hybrids most commonly use participant-level

randomized controlled trial designs as an internally valid test

of the effectiveness of the intervention vs. a control condition

(no intervention, usual care, waitlist) is of primary interest.

However, cluster randomized and stepped wedge trial designs

can also be used for type 1 hybrid studies. With the focus on

implementation strategies being co-primary or primary in type 2

and type 3 hybrids respectively, associated research designs tend

to focus on meaningful units in the delivery system aligned with

the implementation strategy under investigation. For example,

a fidelity monitoring strategy for individual clinicians could

be tested with a clinician-level randomized design. However,

if the fidelity monitoring strategy requires a supervisor, team,

and/or health information system that cannot be separated by

individual clinician, a cluster randomized design at a higher

level would be indicated to maintain internal validity and avoid

contamination. Thus, many research designs can be used with

type 2 and type 3 hybrids with cluster randomized designs

(parallel, stepped wedge, factorial, adaptive) being common.

As noted by Hwang et al. (12), with type 3 designs being

most commonly cluster randomized trials, this can result in
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a small number of units, comparable to similar questions in

pure implementation studies. This often raises questions of

statistical power in hybrid types. The authors suggest that type

1 trials be powered on participant-level health outcomes; power

for implementation outcomes is rarely considered or indicated,

and, in many cases, common implementation outcomes such

as reach and adoption are often not even measured in type

1 hybrids. Type 2 hybrids could be powered on the health

outcome, the implementation outcome, or both, depending on

the research design and number of clusters. Type 2 hybrids

beg for dual randomized research designs in which units are

assigned to both an intervention and an implementation strategy

(28), but for various reasons (e.g., feasibility and resources

necessary), these are uncommon. Thus, researchers often need

to decide on which outcome to power a type 2. It is our

observation that most hybrid type 2 studies are either—(1)

a person-level randomized study where the implementation

strategies are used universally (essentially a pilot study of the

strategies supporting the intervention effectiveness trial), or (2) a

“single arm” study of both an intervention and implementation

approach in a pre-post configuration. Although in Type 2 and

3 hybrids, implementation outcomes are typically measured at

the unit level, in some cases, individual (patient or community)

level data is used as a proxy for assessing implementation

outcomes. For example, the proportion of individuals who

received a preventative health screen in a particular clinic

can provide information about intervention “penetration” and

“fidelity of implementation.”

Type 3 hybrids are necessarily powered to detect effects and

differences on one or more implementation outcomes, most

often at the level of site, implementer, system, or other unit (e.g.,

county, state). Depending on the number of sites or clusters, and

the reliability of the health outcome measure, many type 3 study

research designs will be powered (or overpowered) to detect

effects on health outcomes. However, researchers should bear

in mind that the number of clusters drives power calculations

far more than the number of participants within the cluster or

overall study (29).

In this section we have thus far discussed randomized

and quasi-experimental designs. However, the hybrid typology

can and has been applied to observational designs (30), non-

randomized trials (31), and designs more commonly used in

formative and pilot work (pre-post/repeated measures within-

group, interrupted time-series, etc.). Formative research designs

are more likely to be type 1 or type 3 due to limited scope,

time, and resources. Observational designs and non-randomized

trials can be applied in any hybrid study type but threats to

internal validity, reliability of outcome measures, control over

the exposure variable (if applicable), and other issues (e.g.,

sample size) should be considered and used in the justification

for choice of research design. We recognize that randomized

trials are not always possible or desirable, especially within

the context of studying implementation in the “real-world.”

Well-designed observational, non-randomized, or “roll-out”

studies (14) are of great utility, particularly in the roll-out

of public health and community programs. We advocate for

using the research/evaluation approach that best suits the

needs of investigators and their partners (e.g., health systems,

policy makers, communities) and aligns with the research

questions. Research designs (not so much hybrid type) must

be selected in close partnership with the preferences and

capacity of participating entities and implementation partners.

Implementation researchers have moral, ethical, and oftentimes

legal obligations to ensure that communities and partner sites

are not disadvantaged by participation. This issue is underscored

when working with communities experiencing health disparities

and when health equity is considered (32).

What are some challenges of the hybrid
1-2-3 typology?

The type 1, 2, and 3 heuristic in and of itself causes challenges

for selection and specification of hybrids as the relative focus

on effectiveness and implementation exist on a continuum. The

three-type typology is a useful shorthand for communicating

the intent of the researchers but can fail to capture nuances

of the study when a discrete choice of type is necessitated but

not necessarily perfectly aligned. Thus, the authors recommend

providing a clear rationale and justification for the hybrid

type selected that includes reasons for not selecting a different

hybrid type.

In public health fields such as health promotion and

community health that rely on evidence of the effectiveness

of interventions tested in real-world settings, efficacy studies

often do not precede effectiveness studies. In fact, many studies

are designed as evaluations of either existing efforts or newly

designed interventions that respond to urgent needs in the

community and are evaluated (for the first time) as they are

implemented, thus never passing through an efficacy stage.

Other research agendas bypass efficacy studies because the value

of their findings, given the significant artificiality of features

of efficacy research, lead to the conclusion that such studies

offer insufficient benefits for the required investment of time

and effort. Indeed, because tightly controlled efficacy studies

often sacrifice the external validity needed to rapidly scale up

implementation efforts, some authors (33) suggest questioning

the assumption that effectiveness research logically follows

from successful efficacy research. Additionally, since there

are often substantial innate differences between interventions

tested in efficacy vs. effectiveness studies, particularly related

to the way the intervention was delivered (implemented), even

when there is good evidence of intervention effects based on

efficacy studies, these may not hold when the intervention is

delivered and evaluated in real-world settings (thus requiring
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a hybrid type 2 approach insofar as implementation effects

on intervention outcomes are significant and should not be

left unexamined).

Most public health/health promotion interventions rely on

implementation strategies that are designed to be delivered by

practice staff (rather than controlled by researchers) even during

the initial evaluation phase. The implementation strategies,

in this case, are closely linked with the intervention and are

planned during the intervention study design phase, often by

a community-engaged planning group that includes adapters

and implementers who provide guidance for both the design of

the intervention itself (to ensure that it is feasible, acceptable,

and effective in their settings) and for the strategies to deliver

the intervention in real-world settings. Since hybrid type

1 studies can use investigator-controlled interventions and

implementation strategies while type 2 studies should include

strategies that are feasible in the real world, many public

health/health promotion intervention evaluations begin with a

type 2 hybrid.

While there are certainly pitfalls of skipping the efficacy

phase, a major advantage is that in real-world studies they

can evaluate the effectiveness of interventions as well as

their practicality and context. Indeed, much clinical research

is not generalizable to non-research settings often because

of a failure to document and attend to contextual factors

influencing effectiveness.

As mentioned above, the perspectives of all interested

parties should be considered when determining the major goals

of an evaluation research study and the most appropriate

hybrid study type and design. There are several tools that

can help researchers determine the extent that their planned

study aligns with stated goals. These include the expanded

CONSORT figure (34) that helps researchers summarize

program participation and representativeness across different

settings, staffing structures, and patients/community members.

PRECIS-2 (35) and PRECIS-2-PS (36) are other tools that

can help researchers make design decisions consistent with

the intended purpose of their trial across nine domains—

eligibility criteria, recruitment, setting, organization, flexibility

(delivery), flexibility (adherence), follow-up, primary outcome,

and primary analysis to support decisions about research designs

given how the results will be used. Such approaches improve

generalizability and potential for scale up (37). Relatedly,

existing reporting guidelines can be used with hybrid studies

to improve rigor and transparency. While the research design

should use the appropriate reporting guidance [e.g., CONSORT

(38), a CONSORT extension (39, 40), STROBE (41)], which

can be found on the Equator Network website (https://

www.equator-network.org/), the format of the Standards for

Reporting Implementation Studies (StaRI) statement (42) is

well-aligned with all three hybrid study types. When well-

defined implementation strategies are being tested or evaluated

in a type 2 or 3 hybrid study, investigators might wish to use the

template for intervention description and replication (TIDieR)

checklist and guide (43).

How is cost analysis conducted in hybrid
approaches?

Examining the costs of delivering an intervention has been

a part of healthcare intervention studies for decades (44). A

common approach to these economic evaluations is a cost-

effectiveness analysis (CEA) comparing the incremental cost and

effectiveness of an intervention to usual care in the form of a

cost-effectiveness ratio (CER) (45). The details of these analyses

are beyond the scope of this paper, but a commonly used patient-

level effectiveness outcome is a generic quality-adjusted life year

or QALY. A commonly accepted threshold for considering an

intervention cost-effective is $100,000 to $15,000 per QALY (46).

With increased attention on how best to accelerate and sustain

uptake of evidence-based practices in healthcare, there is now

increasing attention being paid to the cost of implementation

strategies (47). The cost of the implementation strategy (or

strategies) needed for uptake and sustainment is critical for

presenting an accurate “business case” to decision-makers for

implementing and disseminating evidence-based practices.

CEAs can be conducted on a hybrid type 1, 2, or 3

study but are perhaps most informative for a hybrid type

2 or 3 study where a clearly operationalized implementation

strategy is being tested. Procedures for costing implementation

strategies can be time intensive and need to balance the precision

and accuracy of implementation cost data against respondent

burden for collecting these data (48, 49). The implications

of adding implementation cost to CEAs will be illustrated by

two examples. The first example is an intervention that is

both more effective than usual care and less expensive (saves

money compared to usual care) but requires a more expensive

implementation strategy to accelerate uptake and sustainment.

Even with the added expense of a more costly implementation

strategy the overall CER could still be below the threshold

for cost effectiveness. At the other extreme, an intervention

could be more effective and more expensive than usual care.

In this case a less expensive implementation strategy may

be needed to keep the overall CER below the threshold for

cost effectiveness.

A CEA could also be performed for an implementation

strategy (or strategies) alone. In this case the CER would be

the cost associated with the implementation strategy (or strategy

combinations/ bundles) divided by an implementation outcome

of interest (e.g., fidelity, adoption, penetration). A league table

similar to those that rank interventions from most cost effective

(lower CER) to least cost-effective (higher CER) could be

developed for implementation strategies. For example, starting

with a table listing implementation strategies, columns could
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be added for cost and cost per implementation outcome. Such

a table could inform the choice of implementation strategy for

future studies.

Several considerations are important when assessing the

cost of implementation activities. First, it is important to

identify the perspective with which the primary decision-maker

is going to view the implementation cost data. Perspectives

to consider include societal, payer, organizational, facility,

provider, and patient (50). The decision-makers’ perspective

will determine which costs to include and the choice of outcome

measure. Second, prospective measurement of resources,

including staff time spent on implementation activities, is

superior to retrospective measurement, suggesting the need

to plan for implementation time and cost measurement early

in the study design process to allow for prospective data

collection. Third, time spent on implementation activities will

vary by site (51). Therefore, the implementation activity time

at one site may not apply to all sites. Fourth, qualitative data

collection may be important for capturing information that

will inform the interpretation of the economic evaluation

(e.g., context for understanding site-level variation in

implementation activity and stakeholder interpretation of

results) (52).

Conclusion

The proliferation of hybrid studies highlights their potential

to facilitate successful quality and outcome improvement in

numerous areas of healthcare, health promotion, and health

policy, and speed the translation of research findings into

routine practice. This reflection paper was intended to bring

greater clarity to the selection and application of hybrid studies.

The future of hybrid studies should be informed by

reflections from Beidas et al. in a recent commentary (32).

They highlighted the potential threats to progress in the

field, including the potential for limited impact on population

health and health equity, a re-creation of the research-to-

practice gap, the inaccessibility of implementation science, and

the misalignment with implementation partners’ needs and

priorities. Several of Beidas et al.’s proposed solutions align with

the core tenets of hybrid studies discussed here. Hybrid studies

offer opportunities to promote health equity by emphasizing

routine inclusion of health outcomes in implementation studies,

measurement of the impact of implementation strategies on

outcomes (including health equity outcomes), increased focus

on the associations between implementation outcomes and

health outcomes, and greater collaboration with key partners

to bring about pragmatic solutions. However, more work is

needed to leverage the potential utility of hybrid studies in these

areas. We encourage greater focus and study on the potential

utility of hybrid studies in promoting advancement in our

field overall and specifically in the areas of health equity and

social justice.
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